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President Proposes Calendar Change
Suggests Year-End Examinations ?>
4-5*5-4 Course Load Distribution

Faculty Finds
Memorandum
Commendable
by John Osier

In spite of reservations about
changes in tiie calendar, faculty
reactions this week to President
Jacobs' curriculum proposals
were overwhelmingly favorable.
Described by Associate Professor
of History, Philip C. Bankwitz
as "the most exciting news the
College has had in a long time,"
It is seen by many faculty members
as a mere prelude to momentous
changes in curriculum and calendar. Dean of Students Roy Heath
saw in the proposal what he hopes
Is "the beginning of the end of
basic requirements."
The merit controversial aspect
of proposal is the suggestion that
all exams, whether for Christmas
or Trinity Term courses, be given
to May. At the same time it is
from this aspect of the President's statement that faculty members felt the most far reaching
changes would be effected. Several cited as possible results of
the proposal the reversal of the
trend toward one term courses,
a greater integration of courses
Within departments and possibly
throughout the whole curriculum,
and the abandonment of cramming
as a means of preparing for exams. Chairman of the Biology
Department, James W. Burger,
stated that the proposals have
Hie laudable goal of trying to
develop intellectual maturity."
The feeling is, among many faculty men, that in preparing for
seven to ten exams at one time,
students will be forced to relate
he material into a coherent whole.
Whether or not this integration of
course materials will be manifested in future curriculum changes is a subject of debate.
College Counciler George C.HigSms contended that the new schedule "couldn't help but bring about
a better integration of courses,"
th
e logic being that the courses
(Continued on Page 7)

Albert C. Jacobs

In a memorandum to the Faculty last Monday, President Albert C. Jacobs proposed the institution of an "annual calendar" together with the establishment of a 4-5-5-4 course load and the
possibility of large-scale curricular changes.
The proposed calendar calls for the elimination of mid-year examinations in favor of year-end
testing for both half-year and full year courses. The annual calendar, stated Jacobs,would have
a "very maturing effect" on the undergraduates who, while freed from the pressures generated by
term, examinations, would be compelled to develop sophisticated approaches to retention and review of material.
"This would be excellent preparation and training for the General Examinations in the field
of the major subject which every senior must take at the end of his undergraduate days." the
President noted.
•
Jacobs' proposal came less than a week after the Faculty voted down a proposed trimester calendar by more than a two to one margin. The President's action was spurred by his concern for
what lie considers "serious problems" which plague the present calendar and curriculum.

Goodwin Fellows to Host Music
Critic, Composer Virgil Thomson

World-famous composer Virgil motion pictures. He received de- Stein led to collaboration with her
Thomson, whose opera "Four grees from Harvard University, in several operatic works, including "Four Saints in Three Acts."
Saints in Three Acts" was intro- Syracuse University and Rutgers
:
After more than two decades of
duced to the world on the stage University.1
of the Avery Theatre in the WadsFollowing his graduation from residency abroad, Thomson reworth Atheneum three decades Harvard,
Thomson accepted turned to New York during World
ago, will speak at the college March a fellowship for European study War II to become the colorful
but controversial, music editor
13 at 8:30 p.m. on "America's in Paris. His studies in Paris for
the old NEW YORK HERALD
brought him into contact With the
Unrequited Love; The Opera."
TRIBUNE.
literary
and
musical
elite
of
the
The ' 70-year-old composerA member of the American Acamusic critic will speak in the Aus- 1920's and J930's. He was betin Arts Center, named for his friended by Gertrude Stein, Aaron demy of Arts and Letters and the
good friend and former director Copeland, and James Joyce among French Legion D' Honneur, Th'omof the Atheneum and professor of others. His acquaintance with Miss son is the author of several books
on music and musical criticism.
fine arts at Trinity, A. Everett
("Chick") Austin, Jr.
Thomson will spend three days at
the college as the guest of the
Goodwin Fellows.
On the afternoon of his public
lecture, Thomson will talk with
music and arts students in the Austin Arts Center. He will then
"The works and spirit of tech- On Wednesday evening, Bloy dealt
be guest of honor at a dinner
ology have brought about a col- with "The Failure of Normative
given by the Goodwin Fellows. On
lapse of traditional cultures," as- Commitments." Without strong
the day before, he will meet with
serted the Reverend Myron B. cultural norms, he said, our unJames Elliott, the new director of
Bloy, Jr., as he delivered a ser- derstanding of the world situation
the Atheneum and President Alies of three lectures in McCook would be incomplete. The theolobert C., Jacobs.
Auditorium last week. Bloy, The- gian warned that a loss of awareIn his long career, Thomson has
ologian-in-Residence for the Trin- ness and a failure to comprehend
composed
music for opera,
ity term, devoted each lecture to the problems of mankind could reballet,
symphony, concerti,
discussing some aspect of the sult in the "mere anarchy" to which
chorals, chamber ensembles and
Impact of technology on our mod- Yeats alluded in "The Second CnmVirgil Thomson
ern social system.
(Continued on Page 3)
In his first lecture Wednesday
afternoon, Bloy emphasized that
new technological developments
have not "enslaved" us but rather
have opened up " subtle forms of
freedom and awareness." Society
been broadened by these
vil - Rights - agitator - was torn and slashed in front of them, has
to Human Maturity;" he
done with such smoothness that It was magnificent, it was stun- "Prods
cited as an example the changes
the change of mood was not im- ning, but...
. He talked about Human Dignity, which have occurred in regard
mediately obvious.
to our sex mores. He noted that
"Humor is good, but we didn't but he didn't say what he thought premarital
sex, accompanied by
laugh Hitler out of existence," he it m eant. He said, " America is its triple threat
of "infection, desaid. And then he launched into the Number One racist country tection, and conception"
to
the articles of his faith. No more on this earth," but he didn't say be greatly repressed in used
society
why.
He
said
that
we
must
solve
dry, ironic racial Jokes, but pure
until technology's contributions of
irony
itself. Gregory grad- the problem or pay the price, but drugs,
cars, pills, and motels
ually stripped off his comedian's he didn't say how. . .
I'm sure that he wanted to pro- helped to eliminate these dangers.
mask and showed the bitterness
voke thought as well as emotion, The Impact, he concluded, was new
and confusion underneath.
freedom. He added that the
The frats, who had priority seat- but his sad little racial anec- sexual
advent
of television to society
dotes
about
his
mother,
his
crass
ing and filled . the front rows,
"increased
man's awareness of his
simplifications
of
a
complex
projerked out of their pop-top comneighbor."
placency and listened as all their
' •'(Continued-on page 3 ) ' . •
Myron B. Bloy
prejudices - pur prejudices-were

Viewpoint

Gregory Humors, Lambasts Racism
by Christopher Lees

" was all very emotional, yet
beautifully controlled. "I never go
from one end of this country to
impress people -only to inform
'hem," said Dick Gregory, the Negro author.and comedian, who was
the I F.C. guest speaker last Tuesday. Some of us in the crowded
Washington Room that evening
Were a little doubtful about that
comment.
But it certainly was an impressive performance. The quickchange act in the middle of his
talk - from Gregory - the fun
ny - man to Gregory - the - Ci-

The annual calendar and its related innovations, the President
feels, "could be effected simply"
and "would significantly improve
our
calendar and curriculum,
would be in the very best interests of our students, and would
impose no new burdens of the Faculty."
The 4-5-5-4 proposal calls for
changing the four year course load
distribution from five courses each
in the freshman and sophomore
years and four courses each in
the junior and senior years to
four courses each in the freshman
and senior years and five courses
each in the sophomore and junior
years. Also Included in this recommendation is permission for
students to defer until the iunior
(Continued on Page 7)

Bloy Examines Culture
Modified by Technology
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Chatham, Trinity Glee

Production Lacks Interpretation

Vagueness Marrs ^Enrico W ClubsPresent Revival

fnnr short religious
reHfftnns works,
works InMi
four
Including the first American performan" Enrico IV" contradictory to the Charles Cloffl as Enrico ably car- the spectator's mind to conjure
Chatham College's Choir came ces of Charpentier's Cum cenapresentation of the Hartford Stage ried his share in the fairly shal- up all the possibilities of inter- to the College Saturday night to sset Jesus, and Liszt's PaternosCompany is not a play about In- low body of the performance. He pretation of that character. This perform in concert with the Col- ter and Mihl autem adhaerere.
sanity. Rather, It is a very soph- ought to have expressed the Im- type of character serves to tie lege Glee Club and Orchestra in It is always pleasing to see that
isticated example of the Theater port of Enrico's masquerade but together through its very vague- the Chapel. The program was a the Glee Club is reviving rarely
of Naturalism written by Luigl ended in only saying the words. ness the more concrete elements varied and fast moving one with heard works of the past, Instead
In essence, the totality of the embodied in the major roles. (I each group performing alone and of relying completely on standard
Pirandello in Fascist Italy about
repertoire. The present renais(1920). The play exploits the tech- play should reveal the refuge in use the term Italio-FelUni be- in combined choral groups.
nique of multiconsciousness to insanity Enrico seeks in light of cause this supporting characterVivaldi's D Major Gloria opened sance of interest in Liszt was too
ization is widely used In Italian the program with both choruses long in coming.
broach a universal problem - the
film maker Frederlco Fellini's and the orchestra. The first half
struggle of man to find his viaThe highpolnt of the evening came
cinema masterpieces, namely "8 was conducted by Dr. Clarence
bility and worth as an Individual
1/2" and "Juliet of the Spirits;" Barber and was highlighted by In the group of songs presented
in a mutable world. Despite some
and because I feel the potential the pure, refined singing of so- by the Chatham Choir. Featuring
Interesting- innovations, the possifor this characterization exists prano soloist Janet Kane of Cha- modern works by Hovhaness, Britbility of Pirandello's "Enrico IV"
in the plays of several Italian tham. Miss Kane's singing of the ten, Barber, Bartok, Copland and
seems to have eluded the Hartplaywrights in the Age of Piran- Domine Deus, with clarinet obbli- Vaughan-WUllams. Bela Bartok's
ford Stage Company.
The Wooing of a Girl particulardello.)
We enter the realm of Enrico
gato by John Osier, although marUnfortunately, the promise of this red by a seeming mlscue, was ly showed off the high degree of
IV IN MEDIA RES. The story
innovative characterization went very pleasing In its blending of so- virtuosity of which the Pittsburgh
embodies a play within a play group is capable. Having heard this
unfulfilled In every case. As if to prano and clarinet tones.
one set in the Eleventh Century,
selection, one can well understand
further disrupt the essential unithe other in time future. This setthe great esteem that that city's
ties of the play, John Conklin's
ting of the frame story in the
Lorenzo Malfatti, Director of the
scenery was impertinent and had Chatham College Choir, took over conductor, William Steinberg, has
future is a unique Innovation of
a fragmentary effect. This r e - the baton at the Domine fill uni- for the group.
Cartier's Hartford group. The defers to his skull-throne from which gente and set a very brisk pace
vice is effectively carried out by
Last on the program was the
a blood stain is elegantly draped for the remainder of the Gloria, Choral Finale to Liszt's Faust
the use of what one should envision
across the forestage.
as late 20th century garb (not
which, though certainly acceptable Symphony. The usual grand efunlike that used in the film " The
It appears that Pirandello is, on its own right, did not seem to fect of this piece was perhaps
Tenth Victim.") This twist imagperhaps, too big for the Hartford fit In to the more deliberate pac- hampered by the too small string
inatively brings the action a little his failure to achieve in reality Stage Company. The potential of ing set by Dr. Barber for the section. The brasses filled their
closer to the audience in time and the intellectual station and security his play went unrealized in their first half. The very capable reading important role admirably. Howperspective, and any such aid to the which he could create in his masque hands. Yet to the incisive viewer, of the Agnus Del by contralto ever, the singing of tenor soloist
spectator Is helpful due to the as Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV. the depth is apparent and conceiv- soloist Mary Ann Dievendorf was Daniel George, of Hartford, was
very bewildering exposition of the
somewhat hidden by the cello ac- the hlghpoint of the movement. Mr.
The other characters at first able though not explicit.
facts.
promised that uniquely Itallo-FelIt is worthwhile to see the play companiment.
George has a powerful voice, rich
Based on the quality of interpre- linl exaggerated haziness which so If only to realize its potential
The Orchestra then played an An- in tone, which seems particularly
tation in the performance, I should aptly directs attention Inward and depth in conflict of church and dante in C minor from one of suited for symphonic roles.
guess that the actors were equal- draws the mind to bridge the gaps state, of the sane and the in- Vivaldi's concertos. Conducted by
ly vague in this concept of what of dichotomy and multiconscious- sane, of time and mutability, and Baird Hastings, the playing was
As a whole, the concert, which
they were about. Director John ness. This haziness or distortion of reality and fiction. It is merely very satisfactory, but somehow was very well attended, was worthCartier's characters were incon- in the secondary characters Is unfortunate that the click of the never quite seemed to come to while. Those who are ever besistent in their endeavors to seek that sensation which one perceives switch which darkens the stage life as had the Gloria, This is moaning the lack of "culture",
out the Intricacies of personality in a character whose personality must signal for the audience the always a danger in playing ah or just something to do on a Satembodied In Pirandello's script. is intentionally designed to be beginning of unrealized possib- excerpt from a larger work.
urday night would have done well
Unaided by his fellow actors, vague and therefore tends to allow ilities of "Enrico IV."
The .College Glee Club then sang to attend.
^-s

.
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Endrich Exhibition Opens.
Tomorrow in Arts Center

NOTICE!

THE COMBINED SEATING OF THE RIV0L1 AND THE
WEBSTER THEATRE IS 1400 SEATS.

THIS

MEANS

THAT W I T H 4 PERFORMANCES ONLY 5600 PEOPLE
IN THE ENTIRE STATE WILL GET TO SEE "ULYSSES",

THE WALTER REACfc JR/JOSEPH STRICK PRODUCTION

JOYCE'S

FREDERICK END RICH displays* examples of experimental refief sculpture technique.
The artistic talents of Frederick C. Endrich Jr. will be abundantly In evidence in Garmany
Hall starting tomorrow when the
young sculpter-painter unveils his
experimental work in a new medium. The exhibition, sponsored
by the Goodwin Fellows, will include .26 paintings representing
the technique of relief sculpture.

ition at the Austin Arts Center.
They contacted him, visited his
studio in Old Saybrook and arranged for two one-man shows
at the Center. The first was held
in December.
Endrich, who was born In Old
Saybrook in 1930, received his
B.F.A. and-B.S. degrees from the
Tyler Scholoi;-W• Art a_t -Temple'.
University,
and M.F.A." degree.
The exhibition, which will last from
the California College of
until March 18 Is his first major Arts and
He has taught
showing of his relief paintings. It at several Crafts.
colleges and univerwill open with a reception tomor- sities including
Trinity in 1964row at 4:00 p.m.
65, and has participated in group
The artist, who is presently head exhibitions In Connecticut, Philaof the art department at the Wat- delphia, San Francisco, Athens,
erbury branch of the University and Beirut.
of Connecticut has previously gainAn Important feature of the Gared recognition in both sculpture
many Hall exhibit will be the arand woodcutting.
rangement and lighting of the paintEndrich first gained the atten- ings, which has been done by the
tion of the Goodwin Fellows In Goodwin Fellows.. Their, goal has
November of last year when they been to create : a "total environsaw his relief painting, "Autumn ment" for the unusual paintings,
Landscape" in the Connecticut Ar- and so display them to their best
tist Educator Invitational Exhib- advantage.

".-• THE MOST IMPORTANT NOVEL
OF THE 20TH CENTURY NOW COMES
TO THE SCREEN WITH ALL ITS FRANK,
BOLD, SEARING INSIGHT INTO THE
HEART AND MIND OF MAN.
Admittance will be denied to all under 18 year* of age.

•

•

3 DAYS ONLY
MARCH 14,15,16

NOW
AT 2 THlATfRS

R I' V O L I
1755 PARK ST., HARTFORD

WEBSTER

41 WEBSTER ST., HARTFORD
. PLEASE DESIGNATE THE
THEATER O F YOUR C H O I C E
SEATS ALSO ON SAtE
NOW AT BOX OFFICES

3 DAYS ONLY
»ARCH 14,15,16

•ALL SEATS RESERVED8ET
E fljIS.CpUPON
THfiATRB
HERE

PRICES
EVES,8*0P.M.

$5.50

„,-""
".
•AT.-flM.Onlj)
2lS0PJ

NAME.
C|TY_

BTtTir -,-L,,,- TIP

NO.qF8EAT&_^^AT!

JTOTAL J
MATINEE D/6VENING rj/DAtE REQUESTED-——-™,
«and eh>«l| or itiorw orfar p«yibl« to lh» THEATRE, «TOi IttmlKlA
••i^atMrntad anvalopt.

•r
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Gardner Applauds Use
Of TV in Classrooms
"The classroom of the future will
be like a large studio. The teacher
will still be in control but he
will be able to draw from more
sources than he can at the present." This was the feeling of
James W. Gardner, assistant professor of English, after a fiveday discussion concerning the implications of new technical devices
on today's curriculum. .
Travelling to San Francisco on
February 13, Gardner was one of
15 NDEA directors who attended
the meeting at the University of
Southern
California.
During
the week directors were brought
up to date on the latest uses of
TV, radio, and tapes. Panels were
held in which the effects of these
devices
were discussed. The
schedule consisted not only of
lectures but also of field trips to
neighboring schools where the directors saw in person how TV's
and computers were being effectively used as an aid to the teacher.
According to Gardner, television
allows the teacher a greater facility in instruction methods and
makes it possible for him to teach
thousands of students at one time.
When students studied a play, not
only, did they listen to the lecture but at the same time they
could see certain scenes acted out
and hear the personal interpretations of professional actors after
the scene was over.
Radio and tapes provide students
with lectures from some of the
best teachers in, the field. No longer does the student have to trudge
to. the library and wade through
countless, volumes of material, but
he can push a button and obtain
the same information in the same
information in the classroom.
Gardner also said that the computer would play a large role in
the future classroom. In discussing
this new device he described one
of his field, trips to a San Fuanciso
Aeletnentary.
school
where each student evaluated the
teacher's
lecture by pressing
one of several buttons. The
teacher in turn had a computer in
front of him which averaged the
student's opinions and gave the
result.
Thus the
teacher
could adapt his lecture to maintain the "attention and interest of

his students.
When these new technical devices were first introduced, Gardner and others feared that the
TV and computer would destroy
any personal contact between student and teacher. Now, however,
Gardner feels the opposite is true:
" The TV and computer have been
shown to increase personal contact as the teacher is now relieved
from a great deal of the drudgery
in teaching," Gardner said. The
computer functions best when It is
simply making the student memorize fact, and thus the teacher is
now able to spend valuable time on
more enjoyable tasks, he added.
Finally, with the Introduction of
these new devices Gardner feels
that a more democratic relationship would exist between student
and
teacher.

Gregory...
(Continued fro'm Page 1)
blem and his almost religious faith
that history vindicates the Causeall
this effectively
crushed
any useful thought.
"Nature controls Man, not Man,"
he said. Fine, but when he searched for truth and goodness in human beings he finds that "the mind
is basically right." Whether or not
this is a contradiction, I don't
care. But I do care that he did
not explain, elaborate nor try to
demonstrate this theory. In a rather simple-minded way he merely
held these truths to be self-evident.
Many of his comments and observations were valuable, however. His picture of segregation
building up a source of Black
Power, his analysis of the Watts
riots and his righteous indignation at the apparent apathy now
of the Negro leaders, this was interesting and useful.
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Goodwin Fellows to Initiate
Cinematography Workshop
A film workshop, sponsored by
the Goodwin Fellows has been
planned to supplement the program
In the creative arts. The workshop is designed to acquaint students with both the technical and
aesthetic problems of film making.
The program will be directed by
P. Adams Sitney who has worked
in the "New American Cinema"
both as an editor of the widely
circulated film quarterly "Film
Culture" and as a film maker,
The Goodwin Fellows have two
16mm cameras and both viewing
and editing equipment. The Arts
Center has donated a room for
editing. Recognizing the importance of small numbers for any
truly significant work, the committee organizing, the film work-

Are you
discontented
enough
to work for
G.E.?

Bloy...
(Continued from Page v
ing." Antiquated norms such as
the anarchic ("laissez faire") and
reactionary response, Bloy pointed
out, have resulted from technology.
which has increased modern man's
freedom and capacity for thought.
He noted that the John Birch Soci
ety exemplifies the futility of the
reactionary response. "Our culture," Bloy concluded, "must arrive at some decision about its
future perspective. Our goal should
be directed to achieving a social
structure in which man feels both
free and aware."
The Theologian-in-Residence delivered his final lecture Thursday evening, entitled "The Recovery of Nerve in Higher Education." He applauded a trend toward social involvement on the part
of college students and attributed
'Ms trend to the increased awareness of social problems manifested by the technological culture.
In describing the students' evolution to deep Involvement in social
issues, Bloy said that they have
begun to realize their power in
society. They are asking the questions "What is the real meaning
of
life?" and "What is the real
meaningof history?" Significantly,
Sloy continued, they are demanding that colleges provide the answers. For a college to be effective today, he said, it must
maintain a kind of tension between
several perspectives on the student and society, for "education
without involvement in social Issues is not education at all."

Does water pollution bug you? Or smog? Does it
concern you that some places in the country never
have enough teachers? Or nurses? And when you
read about the growing pains of a developing nation, do you wish you could do something?
You can. Thousands of General Electric people
are helping to solve the problems of a growing,
changing world.
Generating more (and cheaper) electricity with
nuclear reactors. Controlling smog in our cities
and pollution in our streams. Using electronics to
bring the teaching skills of an expert into many
classrooms at once, the trained eyes of a nurse
into many hospital rooms at once.
If you're not content with the world as it is . . .
and if you have the brains, imagination and drive
to help build a better one, we'd like to talk to you.
See the man from G.E. during his next campus
visit. Come to General Electric, where the young
men are important men.

Thgress Is Ovr Most Important- Phx/vct

GENERAL!! ELECTRIC

shop has decided to restrict enrollment to twelve students.
Meetings will be held each Thursday beginning March 2, and ending
May 11. There will be two s e s sions, one an hour from 5 to 6
p.m. and another from 7 to 10
p.m. During the latter session each
student's work will be shown along
with works of other film makers
which Sitney feels are pertinent
to
the particular
cinematic
problem. At least three hours per
week of shooting and editing will
be expected from each student.
The organizational committee consisting of Robert F. Ebinger '67,
T. Nelson DePew '67 and Burnett
Robinson '68 will hold a meeting
with all interested students at
10 p.m. tonight, in the Austin Arts
Center.
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Senate Rejects

Proposed

Three Men on a Horse'

Constitution Amendments Jesters to Perform Comic t arce
controversial Section II article
of the proposal caused the defeat
of the committee's recommendation. Section II held that "the fraternity men shall be guaranteed
a minimum of three representatives from the rising junior
class." The present system, which
continues to operate, calls for one
guaranteed member from each of
the fraternities.
The committee studying the Constitutional changes had proposed,
in addition to the changes in fraternity representation, that each
rising class be represented equally
by 12 members.
Recognized independents would
have been represented by a guaranteed three members in both the
rising junior and senior classes.
The presidents of the Freshman
Executive Council, the IntrafraIf present trends continue, the ternity Council, and Independents'
class of 1971 will be the most
Council would have represented
capable in the history of the Coltheir organizations in an ex-oflege, according to Director of
ficio capacity.
Admissions, Howie W. Mulr.
In addition, the top six vote reMutr, pointing out that no ficeivers in the preliminary elecnancial aid decisions are made
tions from the Independents and
until April, said that only about
from the fraternity men in both
thirty students have been admitthe junior and senior classes would
ted on the early decision prohave been placed in the final elecgram. . ••
;
,
. : tion.
Although the athletic department
Several attempts had been made
is recruiting more efficiently than
in the February 20 meeting to give
ever, Muir warned that the qualthe presidents of the IFC, FEC,
ity of teams cannot be guaranteed
and Independent's Council a vote
at this point because of the high
instead of ex officlo status, but,
competition for qualified athletes
after debate, these suggestions
among colleges in this area.
were excluded from the changes in
Since a great majority of the
the final vote.
applicants could probably do the
The motion for the constitutional;
work required at the College, more
changes was tabledafter its defeat, •
emphasis, the admissions office
and renewed efforts to incorporate
reports, will be placed on what
it into the Constitution are not excontributions an applicant will be
pected until next year.
able to make in non-academic
areas. Mulr said that each extracurricular group demands a
different set of qualifications that
the admissions^ office must con^Wf* to.^ectlem of candidates;
Muir emphasized that his office
was contlnaaliy s'trlving* for eft-1
versified individuals who maintained varying Interest areas.
The College admits approximately, 25-30% of Its applicants. A
certain percentage of this group
are classified as "overadmittances" since the College is in a
highly I competitive edu cat ional
league and area. He said that
most, of the Students the. College '
loses go to Yale, Harvard, Princeton, or Amherst. Last year, the admissions office estimates, about
25 students were lost to Princeton alone.
>
All classes, according to Muir,
in the near future will be made
up of not more than 330 students,
the size 61 this year's freshman
class.
Failing to achieve a 3/4 majority necessary for passage
of
amendments, the Senate defeated
the proposed constitutional changes by a vote of 20 to 9 with 3
abstentions. The meeting-, held
Monday evening, was called by
Senate President David Gerber
•67 since a quorum was not present at the usual Sunday night
meeting.
Several Senators believed that the

Admissions
Indications;
Superiority

"Three Men on a Horse" has mental (for him) binge during which
been chosen by the Jesters for he falls prey to three unlucky
this year's winter production. The horse-players. Complications enplay is scheduled for presentation sue when they overtax his powon Junior Prom weekend In the ers, but the ending is assuredly
Austin Arts Center. The play, a happy one.
As a farce a critic has deswhich Is strictly a light-comedy
farce, was designed primarily as a cribed it as " fashioned from chewlaugh-producing show for the era ing-gum and second-hand straw."
during the deepest depression by As a means of escape for the
John Cecil Holm and George Ab- depression- ridden thirties its only
bott.
message is laughter and its only
It tells of a greeting-card writ- purpose is fun.
er and his adventures with his
A favorite of non-professionals,
odd faculty of predicting the re- the play was first presented in
sults of horse races. Fed up with the 'Thirties in New York and
his wife and brother-in-law, he London, and on several road show
leaves and commences a monu- tours; it was eventually made into
a popular motion picture. Recently, in connection with his revival
of another depression play, Sir Tyrone Guthrie remarked that he

Tomat Changes
Room Selection
Dates to April
Announcements concerning room
selection and fraternity parties
were made this week by Assistant Dean of Students Leonard R.
Tomat.
Selection of dormitory rooms for
the 1967-1968 academic year will
be conducted a month earlier this
year. "I felt it too confusing to
have students selecting rooms during registration, HonorsDay, etc."
Tomat said. Therefore room selection will be held in April instead of in May this year.
Tomat also announced that fraternities are now allowed an extra nine to one o'clock party.each
semester. This is in addition to
the major college weekends on
Which Friday night one o'clock
curfews are normally allowed.

would like to direct "Three Men
on a Horse" as he regards It
as one of the most durable farces In American drama.
The production is being directed
by George E. Nichols III, On the
distaff side of the cast are four
local actresses: Dian Buck, Jill
Bobrow, Jamie Noviasky and Pam
Woolley. Filling the male roles
are William Bartman, John Browning, Richard Cody, Richard Dale,
Gene Durseau, Drew Fleisch, Hugh
Elder, Mathew Katz, Rand Olan,
and Willian Young. Performances
are Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evening at 8:15 and Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 p.m. March 9,
10, 11, and 12 in the Goodwin
Theater of the Austin Arts Center. Admission Is $1.50 evenings
and $1.00 for the matinee.

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
SPORT JACKETS
a Special This Week
• One Day Service

49$

• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
•::••..• Open 'On Saturday 9:30-1:00

TYPING
Will fyp4 tsrm papsrs
and •«•*•*
FAST SERVICE

Mn.
242-82tt
P.9.M.
f M brand MW pizza
&•*< «t A® «**R«r of
) W M o h znd Brood"
FEATURING:
-.ItfMM *ty1* ttatfaa Pina
0fta*> Aicfc or tttta t« or<M
S i l JUMBO G d
527-9088
D«llv«ry Setvic*

Meet a group of young Boston
bankers. They are executives of
The First National Bank of Boston, New England's oldest and
largest. They're men on the move
...sharp, talented, aggressive and
making a good place-in the business.
A short time ago they were doing some
soul-searching, too.
" Graduation, and then what?"
Quite honestly many of these
men never thought about banking.
One of them majored in Spanish
- - he's now a credit man with

our S.outh American operation
where the language comes in handy. Another studied Geography and
Geology; today, he's an Operations
Officer in our highly specialized
electronic data processing complex.
At The FIRST, we look for diverse educational backgrounds.
Specifically, we want men of flexibility who can meet the demands
of unusual and challenging situations.
If you are looking toward a career in a growth business, take a
good hard look at The FIRST.

We have the opportunities...we'll
even make a position for the right
man.
One of our Personnel Officers,
will be on campus Friday, March
3rd. We suggest that you contact
your Placement Bureau to set up
an interview. If you'd like to get
a head-start, write to our Mr.
Emory Mower, The First National
Bank of Boston, 67 Milk Street,
Boston. He'll be glad to send you
a special booklet about working at
The FIRST.
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Republicans Endorse Draft;
Conservatives Rail Inequity
In the Political Forum's debate
on the topic "Should we scrap the
draft?" the Young Republicans and
the Conservatives tied for first
place besting the Young Democrats
and the Students for a Democratic
Society. Michael Masterson '68,
president of the Forum, moderated the February 20 debate while
Dr. Albert Rabil, Jr. of the religion department served as judge.
Representing the Young Democrats, Vaklis Lubans '67 said that
there are two principles underlying- .the draft: 1) an egalitarian
Impulse, and 2) social benefits
derived from serving one's country. He felt that the only alternatives to the present system are
universal service, abolishment of
the draft due to increased war-

PMD House
Needs Much
Remodeling
It appears probable that Phi Mu
Delta will soon have their longawaited fraternity house, accordIng to President Alfred Raws, '67.
The fraternity hopes that the house,
which is at 121 Allen Place, will
be ready for occupancy by the start
of the next school year. They hope
to have sufficient space so that
eight to ten brothers will be able
to live in the house.
Before the fraternity can move
In, however, extensive renovations
will have to be made, Raws noted.
The house will have to be completely rewired to conform to the
current housing code. Also, improvements will have to be made
on. the structure of the house. Phi
Mu Delta is now negotiating with
the owner over the possibility of
making, structural repairs over
the summer, Raws pointed out.
?MD is also trying to get the land
rezoned, the president mentioned,
so that they'll be able to have
parties.

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
287 New Britain Ave,,
Hartford
Phone 247-0234

'Call before you leave
the. Campus"
Mon.-Thu. 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
f7'!. and sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Sun. - 12 a.m. - 11 p.m.

L

for Distinguished

HAIRCUTS
TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP
105 NEW BRITAIN AVE,;
NEAR BROAD STREET
1-MINUTE WAI.K FROM
FIELD HOUSE
Licensed Barber and
Certified Hair Stylist.

time technology, and a voluntary
army.
The voluntary army was supported by William T. Barrante '68,
representing the Nathan Hale Conservatives. Quoting Dr. Milton
Friedman,
Barrante said that
"there is no justification for not
paying whatever price is necessary to attract the required number of men. Present arrangements
are Inequitable and arbitrary, seriously interfere with the freedom
of young men to shape their lives,
and probably are even more costly
than the market alternative." The
only justification for conscription, he contended, is a wartime
emergency.
Stephen B. Elliott and P. Keely
Costello '68, speaking for the
Young Republicans, supported the
present Selective Service System.
They said it is in the national
interest to grant physical, occupational, and educational deferments. A voluntary army would not
meet
manpower
requirement,
would be economically unfeasible,
and would not make the most ef-

fective use of men's skills in wartime. "The criteria'of judgment
must be its effectiveness in conducting and preventing war, not
in its relative fairness, for we
cannot subordinate the very existence of democracy itself to an
element which composes only a
fraction of that creed."
Robert Rethy '69 and James L.
Kaplan '68, representing the Students for a Democratic Society,
favored the voluntary system. According to Rethy, "what this nation
stands for is anathema to the
draft." Kaplan called the draft
unconstitutional, and said that if
men do not volunteer for Vietnam, it is because the war is
unpopular. They contended that the
draft forces a young man to do
what the country wants (i.e. go to
college) or else be drafted.
Following questions from the audience, Dr. Rabil gave the results,
noting inconsistencies on all sides.
First place was a tie between the
Young Republicans and the Conservatives. The Young Democrats
came In second, and SDS last.

Next week, explore
engineering
opportunities
as bigas today's
brand new ocean
Talk with on-campus Career Consultant from Newport News
—world's largest shipbuilding company1—involved with
nuclear propulsion, aircraft carrier design, submarine building, oceanographic development, marine automation,, all
the challenging advances on today's brand new ocean. The
New York TIMES calls this "the last earthbound frontier"
with "profit possibilities as big as the sea."
Learn what our half-a-billion-dollar order backlog means to
you in terms of high starting salary and years of career
security with no lid on your future. With orders up
$80,000,000 in five months, our need is urgent for imaginative men in all the disciplines listed here. Men who like
tough challenges and individual responsibility.
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Jacobs Suggests Honors Scholars
(Continued
year completion of one of the basic
degree requirements.
Although the President did not
include a recommendation for a
curriculum study in his proposal,
he welcomed a motion from the
Faculty for an extensive curriculum study. "I firmly believe
that it should be undertaken," Jacobs stated, In his memorandum.
Jacobs Included two other recommendations to the Faculty which
would affect both the calendar and
curriculum.
The first would establish a special faculty committee with authority to designate as Honors Scholars
up to 50 entering freshmen. These
students would be freed from any
or all of the requirements in
general education which currently
are required of all degree candidates.
This provision is designed to permit greater flexibility'in the courseof study of the College's most
talented students.

from Page 1)'
'
"Strict requirements in general
education," Dr. Jacobs said, "are
being questioned widely in higher
education. This group will therefore serve as a valuable experiment for future evaluations of requirements in general education."
The
second
recommendation
would grant to the Faculty Com. mittee on Academic Standing and
Discipline "authority to waive for
students of high potential from
educationally disadvantaged backgrounds the rules applying to normal progress toward the degree."

1. Now that graduation's getting
close, have you given any
thought to tlio kind of work
you'd like to do? . • ..'
. .-•

This proposal is motivated, said
the President, by the " lncompatabllity of our rules for normal
progress toward graduation with
the urgent need to admit students
of high potential from educationally
disadvantaged backgrounds."
The President's proposal is
scheduled for a vote at the special faculty meeting set for March
7.

2.1 might have suspected.
• I'll probably grow
. a-beard.

1 want to work for
The Good of Mankind.

••3. Is it required?

.4.'.What do you expect to earn?

It helps. And I'll certainly
need apair of sandals.

All I ask is the satisfaction of knowing
I'm helping to Build
a Better World.

Ask about opportunities for advanced degrees and research.
We're next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
one of the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, where graduate engineers study high energy physics. We're across the
harbor from Old Dominion College, offering graduate
courses in Microwave Theory, Solid State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering. Nearby, too, is the Extension Division
of the University of Virginia offering courses toward credits
for masters degrees. And within easy driving is The Virginia Institute for Scientific Research, a world leader in
solid-state physics. Linked up with these opportunities
Newport News offers scholarships, tuition grants, advanced
study and research leaves. Ask about them. ;.
Get the facts on pleasant living and lower living costs here
in the heart of Virginia's seaside vacationland with its superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, hunting.
IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

Mr. G. E. Fenton
Our Career Consultant,
will be at the Placement Office on Tuesday, March 7,
to answer questions, talk over qualifications, take applications for fast action.

6. You don't need them in
5. I'll he doing much the. same
Equitable's development
thing. I've also lined up
program. All you need is
a job that affects society in
an appetite for challenge
•« positive wily. And if I do
. and responsibility, and
good, I'll move up, and my „
the desire to do the Best
decisions will be even more
possible job, The pay is
important in the scheme of.things.
tops, too,
But where's your beard?
You know, I'm afraid u
What about sandals?
beard would itch—could
you get me an interview
with Equitable?

K „

Make an appointment through your Placement Oflit-i r to see Equitable'*1
-.•niplovment representative on (insert month, day) or write to Patrick
Scollard,-Manpower Development Division, In' further information.
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society ot the United States
Home Offiw: 12H5 Avi\ tif (hi- Americas. New Ynrk. N'.Y. 1O019

An Equul Opportunity Employer, M/F
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING ANO DRY DOCK COMPANY, NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA

, •. •

'

'

AO Equal Opportunity Employer.
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"Grossly Inaccurate"
To the Editor;
Of the few real and several imagined
Indignities of a Negro student at Trinity College may encounter none, in my mind, can rival the presentation of the grossly
inaccurate, poorly constructed and
FEBRUARY 28, 1967
appallingly inadequate views of
Dick Gregory last Tuesday night.
His deterministic view of history,
his cursory explanation of the aims
and ambitions of Negroes in the urban centers of the United States,
and his failure to discuss the current strains and divergent philDr. Jacobs' proposal is a forceful move, demonstrating his osophies in the civil rights reconviction that the present calendar and currictilar system is in volution has rendered a service
need of revision and further showing his determination to achieve that is of marginal importance and
highly questionable value.
the requisite improvements before his term of office expires.
Students, on first consideration, may greet the prospect of an
With such insensitive people as
annual calendar with a good bit of skepticism or perhaps with Mr. C, P. Hill Of the TRIPOD
outright terror. Certainly, to take all examinations in the spring abroad in the land to falsely porunder the present curricular arrangement would be unfair and un- tray a conference of New England Negro college students as a
realistic. However, the proposal was not designed to be effected collection
of irrational minds with
without considerable reorganization and re-thinking of educa- no direction, Mr. Gregory's views
tional philosophy by both Faculty and students. Students' anxiety are a further distortion of the alover the May examination period will be uncalled for if the Facul- ready erroneous image the Trinity
student has of the Negro's drive
ty fulfills its role.
for civil rights.
The proposal provides solid guidelines for a workable plan
If there is to be any resolution
which could eliminate many of the inequities of the present sys- of the "American Dilemma," then
tem. It is now for the Faculty to mold,the flexible structure of it will come through the Negro
gaining intensified education, ecthe memorandum recommendations into a realjstic system. The onomic advancement, and political
proposed calendar and curricular changes will not be a well- sophistication. Mr. Gregory, in
integrated and realistic system until the Faculty has consider- attempting to explain the reactions
ably adjusted its course structure and adapted its teaching me- of urban Negro leaders to recent
thods to a philosophy of education consistent with the demands outbreaks of violence, leaves one
to believe that riots are looked
of the annual calendar.
upon as a main Instrument of the
Negro's articulation of social and
The Faculty must provide more continuity within each depart- economic demands. He acts out
ment to insure that students will not be faced with eight or ten what he sees as the public disexams at the end of each year. The present full and half-year dain and private relish Negro leaddistinctions in the semester course set-up are inadequate. Pro- ers are supposed to have for riots.
visions must be made so that students may take one-half of a Further, he sets up the antics of
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell and
continuous (but not inter-dependent) course or the whole of a Black Man's Mecca of the late
continuous course and take only one exam in May, If adjustments Malcolm, X as the idolized heroes
Mfe not» made to enable students to, .prepare for a maximum, of six. of the American Negro. Calling for
or seven tests at year's end, then the purpose of the annual cal- the abolition of the two-party sysendar would be defeated. Without adjustments in the present tem while encouraging white stucourse structuring, students facing examinations in eight or ten dents to run for public office in
Negro neighborhoods, Mr. Gregcourses would be forced to use their spring vacation periods ex- ory exposes his inability to underclusively for review of first term courses.
stand the necessity of using the
Another pivotal point in the success of the proposal is a re- two-party system for the Negro's
evaluation in the theory of testing. Under the proposed plan tests political advancement. The new
must be designed to stimulate the attainment of a more concept- politics being discussed among the
"grass roots" leaders, holds that
ualized view of the area of study, rather than the present view of
the exam aS the victim of a barrage of verbal'-diarrhea. For example, a Fine Arts 101 or 102 exam, as it now exists with its
multitudinous specific identifications, could not be given under
the proposed system and be consistent with the goals of the annual calendar.

EDITORIAL SECTION

No Lame Duck

Negroes must start using partisan
politics in winning elections.
Mr. Gregory would have Trinity
students believe that weekends in
Negro ghettos are a panaroma of
internecine slaughter. As a resident of Detroit's West Side I have
had many opportunities to observe
the violence and hatred that has
erupted into isolated incidents that
are believed by bigots to be an
ethnic trait. Muhammad's Mosque
No. 1, run by the brother of the
late Malcolm X, Is around the corner from my home and overlooks
a large education complex enclosing district elementary, junior
high, and high schools. The frustration and hopelessness of this
sprawling "Inner City" has never
bordered on the wanton bloodshed
that Mr. Gregory claims is the
status quo. Yet his hasty generalizations find a receptive audience
among students who are willing to
accept his views as those of a
"Negro leader."
Racial slurs shared in jest by
those who share the common experience of discrimination are not
overlooked when used by white citlznes as a means of attack. Mr.
Gregory's
latest book and his
method of explaining- its title as an
attempt to expose a "cancer" has
never been well received by the
Negro community. His refutation of
Negro disapproval of his methods
rests on a "hipper-than-thou"
attitude which falsely presupposes
that he is the spokesman for the
truth about black people and those
Negroes in disagreement are hiding from the truth. Mr. Gregory,
a man without an organization, a
man who readily admits that he
has difficulties in communicating
with "racist" Negroes, is no more
qualified to describe the relationships of Negro America and White
America that I would be to deliver a general polemic on the attitudes of Negro students at Trinity College. There are too many
hidden emotions to make any analysis
by a stand-up comedian
worthwhile.
As a news broadcaster for a Detroit radio
station
I have
interviewed several major local and national civil rights
leaders, Mr. Whitney M., Young,
Jr.,
Executive Director of the
National Urban League, an organization trying to broaden em-

ployment opportunities for Negroes,
once told me that "a
loud mouth . . . does not make
a civil rights leader." I would
apply this warning to our recent
guest.
In my years at Trinity I have
served
on the Inter-Fraternity
Council and have been President
of Delta Kappa Epsilon, two experience which have given me some
knowledge of the needs and desires
of the College's fraternity system.
If it was the intention of the IFC
and the individual fraternities to
provide some educational insights
into the racial problems of this
country, they have done themselves
and the community a disservice by
spending money on a man whose
unrepresentitive views could do
little to penetrate Trinity's insular
thinking.
Ray Reynolds Graves '67

'Silly or Worthless'
To the Editor;
The TRIPOD'S editorial of last
week, entitled "CITE and Right,"
termed the CITE senate platform
as "a misdirected effort." As a
sub-committee chairman of CITE
and as a participant in the writing of the maligned platform, it
is my contention that it was the
editorial, not the platform, which
was "misdirected."
The editorial began its attack
upon the platform by weeping crocodile tears for the Administration, stating that the student body
is trying to usurp some vaguely
defined powers frdm it. It then
proceeded to the conclusion that the
platform would negate any "mutual
understanding
and cooperation"
between students and the Administration. From these statements, I
can only draw conclusions of misinterpretation and misrepresentation. CITE does not seek usurpation of Administration powers,
but rather a redefinition and broadened redistribution of students'
rights. The point that was missed
here by the editorial board of the
TRIPOD Is that institution of the
(Continued on Page 8)

Much AdoAbout Nothing

',-, 1

It is clear that the President's proposal involves more than a
calendar change and several. specifically suggested alterations;
the proposal involves a general re-thinking of a philosophy of
education and an adjustment in the curriculum toward the realization of that philosophy.
,/;
.
The annual calendar takes as its premise that the student body
is mature and capable of a more sophistocated learning process
and that the Faculty is willing to undertake a re-evaluation of
educational goals, and possibly a major structural reorganization toward their attainment.
The President's proposal, if approved, can become an exciting and liberal educational experiment, but its success is contingent upon the Faculty's willingness to make structural adjustments and its ability to conceive a philosophy of education
consistent with that upon which the annual calendar is based.
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by C. P. Hill

things in reference to this: there
Is nothing of any practical imporTo my mind, a sense of ludi- tance to our college careers worth
crous futility is generated by tire legislating, and there has yet to be
activities of the Senate. But the a justification found for the SenSenate's lack of effectiveness is ate's existence which proves that
couched within such pompous re- it accomplishes more as "student
spectability that the cynical satis? government" than that which could
faction which I derive from making be accomplished by individual stumirth at this putrid organization dents. Indeed, most of the initiahas turned to one of honest alarm. tive taken by the Senate in regard
I, as Mr. Pryor last week, feel to student affairs has been underfear. Trinity is again about to be taken through a few Senators' indisubjected to the perennial confi- vidual efforts.
dence game perpetrated by the
Senate elections.
The social and course evaluations
I find that the incredible inanities were
essentially produced by a
inherent In high school student very limited number of undergradcouncils are frlghteningly para- uates
whose Senate memberlleled in the ridiculous Sunday ship was incidental to their pernight
meetings of the Senate. sonal participation in the comThese meetings sound more like pletion of these evaluation studies.
Robert's Rules Symposiums than CITE'.S
worthwhile, but signif'they do the serious legislatings icantly non-Senatorial, agitation
of a student government. So too, and Jay Bernstein's Pass/Fail
the composition of the Senate is System are two examples in point
not what It should be. It seems of positive action and achievement
that every athletically-prominent without attendance at the Senate's.
petty politico and every charis- Sunday Seminars. However, CITE
matic Chrysostom who wants to is about to sink into the procefind vent within the Senate for his dural abyss which characterizes
golden-mouthed oratory is placed the Senate's ineffectual existence;
on the election ballot, and then but, there will be other organizathe ballot is padded by represen- tions of this type, as there will
tatives of the shadows of; the night. always be students who find that '
invariably comes
There ar.e three functions, enum- improvement
erated by the College Handbook, through individual movement.
which the Senate Is supposed to
A second function of the Senate
provide.
The first is that as is to "supervise student organlegislative body of the student izations in general." This could
government. I would contend two probably be done with more effect

by the Dean of Students who, I
understand, is paid for this sort of
thing. More important, however,
is the ability and honest interest
in the welfare of the student body
which Dean Heath would take in
the job, and which, for alt intents, he has taken in the past
The management of class and CUD
funds is also a responsibility of tne
Senate. If offends me to think oi
benighted blowhards appropriating
money to campus organizations
to which I belong. Given the opportunity, I am sure that someone,
such as Mr. Tomat, would be aelighted to mete out funds to organizations in dire need of financial
assistance, and I am equally sure
that he would do this with fairness
and all good intent. If student government must exist, for the little
it is worth, it should bear tev
responsibilities
of any consequence.
,,
As I was admiring the editors
last week which pointed out tnai
the Senate's ineffectiveness couw
be corrected by a wise election
of candidates, I could not new
thinking that if the selection ui
candidates were to be bad, so too,
would the election be bad. Thenexi
day I saw the selection of candidates on the preliminary baiioiI suggest that all those who are
concerned by this farce boyco1
the final elections. The Senate is
nothing more than a colossal DOT.
and represents grossly ineffectu*
mockery of collegiate democracy-
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President's Memorandum to Faculty
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(Following is the basic text of
President Albert C- Jacobs'
proposals on calendar and curriculum changes. The President will convoke the faculty
for a special session next
Tuesday afternoon to discuss
the statement.)
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I propose herewith several changes, each of which could be affected simply, which In combination I believe would significantly
improve both our calendar and our
curriculum, would be in the very
best interests of our students, and
would impose no new or additional
burden on the Faculty. It Is my
Intention to ask that these be considered and voted on at a special
meeting of the Faculty and I earnestly request that you give them
your most careful attention prior
to that meeting.
These recommendations are directed toward improvement in the
following situations:
1. The general dissatisfaction
with the period of classes and
examinations and the loss of time
between terms which characterize
every January.
2, The increasing use of vacations, particularly the Christmas
vacation, by our students in the
completion of term papers. I think
we cannot on one hand complain
about the behavior of our students
on weekends when on the other,
intentionally or not, we expect
that their vacation period In midwinter will be spent In study.

3. The very heavy burden of the
freshman year on a large number
of the class.
4. The possible obsolenscence or
inappropriateness of the basic requirements for some of our especially talented entering students.
5. The incompatability of our
rules for normal progress toward
graduation with the urgent need to
admit students of high potential
from educational disadvantaged
backgrounds.
In relation to each of the numbered items above my considered
suggestions are as follows:
1 and 2. Abandon all examinations at the end of the first term
and begin the term slightly earlier
in order to permit completion of
the work of the first term prior
to the Christmas holidays. Obviously the time saved here would
permit a longer vacation at this
time and in the spring. Examinations and grades In term courses
would be deferred until the examination period at the end of the
academic year. This period would,
of course, have to be lengthened
slightly. Asking students to be prepared at the end of the academic
year for examinations coveringthe
entire year in full-year courses
as well as for examinations in
half-year courses which had terminated prior to Christmas would
in my opinion provide excellent
experience and practice for the
General Examinations which all
will be required to take at the end
of the senior year. The only ex-

aminations which would be given
at the end of the first term would
be General Examinations for seniors completing study at that time.
I would assume that the current
practice of frequent testing In
elementary divisible courses
would provide students with enough
Information so that they could decide whether or not to elect the
next higher course in the second
term. Since all term papers in
half-year courses would be expected prior to the end of the term
these papers would be completed
prior to the Christmas vacation.
3. Define as the standard requirement for course load in the
four years four courses ir^ the
freshman year, five in the sophomore and junior years, and four
in the senior year. As a corollary to this change blanket permission should be granted for the
deferral until the junior year of one
basic requirement although I think
we should encourage, students to
complete them in their first two
years.
4. Delegate to a special committee of the Faculty authority
to grant exemption to no more
than 50 members of the entering
class from any or all basic requirements at the election of the
student. There are two purposes
behind this recommendation. We
have today a superior student body.
It can, however, be criticized as
one somewhat lacking in diversity.
The Faculty committee, working
with the Office of Admissions,

could add diversity to the student
body with careful selection of highly talented students who would be
ornaments to our community but
for whom the basic requirements
are a deterrent to attendance at
Trinity. Second, although there Is
growing questioning of the appropriateness of our basic requirements, especially for our very best
students, we lack evidence on the
basis of which to discuss them.
This selected group of students,
even though not typical of the
whole class, would provide us with
more information than' we have
now for future consideration of
the value of these requirements.
Some Faculty time would be freed
by this change in requirements.
It would be my intention to ask
those so freed to act as a special
advisory group for this special
group of students.

gulations which would have to proceed from some of these changes.
I have not taken the time to analyze - all of these details but feel
confident that they would be minor enough in character that they
could be judiciously handled by
the Faculty or by its committees
as they arise. I therefore recommend these Items as changes in
policy in the hope that they will
be judged and voted on by the
Faculty in this light and that we
assume that details of their implementation are matters which
can be left for the future. It fs
•all too easy for us to get so
concerned with matters which are
really Insignificant administrative
details that we lose sight of far
more important matters of principle and policy.

I have not included a recommendation with regard to a study
of our curriculum. This would,
of course, be a matter for extended study. I firmly believe that
it should be undertaken. Should
a member of the Faculty so wish,
I shall be happy to entertain a
motion that a special subcommittee of the Curriculum Commit-.
tee be appointed to begin this important task. Similarly, I shall
be happy to entertain a motion
on a matter in which I know
many members of the Faculty are
interested but on which my own
There are probably additional opinion Is less firm, that of Satminor changes In some of our re- urday classes.
5. Grant to the Committee on
Academic Standing and Discipline
authority to waive for students
from educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds the rules applying to
normal progress toward the degree, including the restriction of
twice falling a basic requirement,
whenever the members of the Committee are convinced that a student really merits special consideration.

Faculty Registers Qualified Approval of Jacobs* Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)
•would have to be redesigned more
or less to fit into the new schedule.
Stephen Minot, assistant
professor-; of English pointed out
that this integration would be pos; stole only within the various departments and that it would be faciJitafed where there was a rigid
set of prerequisites.
There i-s considerable support
for an opposing theory that the
frustration of preparing for as
many as ten exams would actually
hinder the Integration process for
the student. Associate Professor
of English, Robert D. Foulke, stating that the' majority of courses
could be beneficially integrated,
warned of the dangers of forcing
the integration of "discrete halfyear courses" which should not be
•-related.
A second possible effect of the
Proposed examination schedule
would be to reverse the recent
rend away from full year to one
term courses. Edmond Cherbon1'er,
Chairman of the Department
of
Religion, noted that, with the
ncreasing trend to lighten course
ioads, the curriculum allows for
jew electives. Because of this
trend, Cherbonnier felt that it
would be difficult to revert to
™U year courses without severely
Uniting the number of electives
a
student could take.
If the President's suggestions are
accepted the nature of most final
wams would be changed, several
'acuity 'members agreed. Foulke
suggested
the possibility ofassignln
S papers or giving take-home
e
*ams for certain Christmas Term
e
°urses, a method he and other
instructors have used with success
in the past. Richard T. Lee, associate professor of Philosophy
sa
w the accompanying necessity to
re
-assess and rethink grading
Practices as one of the major
assets of the proposal. Pointing
°W that teachers are free to weigh
exams as they choose, hesuggestec!
that the importance of exams
fn grading could be greatly altered.
Lee hoped that the results
01
this reassessment would be
e
xams which stress the broad gen-,
er
al applications of a subject, re-

sembling short comprehensives
rather than long hour tests.
The majority of faculty members questions expressed the conviction that the need for integration which would result from the
proposed calendar change would
eventually lead to a full-scale
review of the curriculum. A second outgrowth of the need for
integration is predicted to be a
more flexible set of basic requirements, possibly a situation
in which any course offered by a
given department would satisfy
the requirement in that field. The
English department's James W.
Gardner echoed the voices of several faculty members in saying
that final exams are simply becoming obsolete as means of evaluation. He said that the new schedule would not cause changes In
his courses as most of the exams
he gives are take home exams
and do not figure significantly
in grading.
Having exams fall at the end of the
spring term is a method used
extensively in England. In place
of this English practice, Dr. Philip Bankwitz suggests "possibly a
Harvard-type reading period of a
full month which has never been
tried."

'•'. •

The possibility that the proposal
might defeat one of Its own purposes by forcing students to use
their Spring vacation time in preparation for the May e'xams Is
considered unlikely by the faculty
and administration.
The chief merit' of the President's proposal, seems to be that
it would eliminate the depression period between Christmas
and exams. Gardner endorsed this
advantage, noting that "anything
which can get us out of the surrealistic period following Christmas vacation is good."
part of the rationale behind the
proposed exam schedule, its being
good preparation for comprehensives, is challenged by the Religion department's Dr. Albert Rabll. Rabll, pointing out that exams.
are concerned with course content
and entirely unlike comprehensives, charges that citing"comps"
as a reason for accepting the proposal is misleading. According to

Rabil, the proposed schedule
would, if anything, cause students
to do worse on their course exams.
Mlnot's statement that "something had to be done for the poor,
freshman" sums up faculty reaction to the proposed lessening of
the freshman course load. According to the President's statement
the fifth course would be made
up in the junior year. Professor
of Modern Languages, Michael R.
Campo called It a "sensible reversal" and pointed out that, for
students faced with the " challenge
of learning" for the first time,
the present course load can be
an "overwhelming burden." Bankwitz approves of the measure with
the reservation that the senior
course load should be still lighter.
A special effect of the lightened
freshman course load could result in a re-thlnking of the methods of language teaching, accordIng to Campo. With only a four
course load, Campo feels, freshmen would be less likely to enroll
in electives such as his elementary Italian course, This would
make It necessary to present an
intensified version of the course
to students enrolling in their sophomore and junior years, a method
used by the Classics department.
Seen by many as a prelude to
the dropping of requirements for
all students, the proposed admittance of fifty students who would
be exempted from the basic requirements is one of the most
popular aspects of the proposal.
Acting Chairman of the Department of History, Dr. Edward W.
Sloan expressed the hope that it
will bring to the College the type
of students who may have been
discouraged from applying in the
first place, or who came and found
it necessary to transfer.
Campo pointed out that, by making allowances for exceptionally
talented students, the College is,
in effect, following the pattern
already established by the secondary schools.
Gardner expressed the opinion of
one segment of faculty members
in asking "Why just fifty?" Gardner hopes that the number fifty
will be regarded as a point of de-

parture for discussion, not as an
arbitrary limit.
The suggestion to show leniency
to students from educationally disadvantaged .backgrounds In academic matters Is described by
Burger as an "Idealistic, humane,
and imaginative attempt to meet
the situation." A means of diversifying- the student body, this aspect of the proposal is welcomed
enthusiastically by most faculty
members. The proposal would
allow students from educationally
backward areas and foreign countries, who would normally not be
able to apply to the College to
gain admittance. Chaplain Alan C.
Tull recognized this kind of flexibility In dealing with students as
one of the greatest advantages of
a small school.
The President's offer to consider
a motion to discuss Saturday classes is warmly received by both
faculty and administration. Campo
expressed a minority opinion in
saying that the action would serve
only to "precipitate the weekend
exodus a few hours earlier."
Reactions to Jacobs' offer to appoint a committee to review the
curriculum indicated an eagerness for many changes, specifically in the area of basic requirements. Most professors feel that
a periodic review is always good
and agree withCampo's observation that "we're about ripe for
one."
The present curriculum Is felt to
be a deterrent to highly talented
applicants and, according to Heath,
one of the foremost reasons for
freshmen and sophomores wanting
to transfer. Dissatisfaction with
the curriculum as It now stands
seems to be almost universal with
faculty members who feel thatitis
no more than a disintegrated collection of courses. Cherbonnier
viewed the President's statement
as an indication that "at last the
curriculum has begun to give a
little."
'
.
There is considerable agreement
among faculty members with
Foulke's hope that a committee
will be created which Is empowered to do a full scale review of
the curriculum. Foulke emphasized that the members should be

given release time from their
teaching obligations'.
The committee, if appointed,,
would have to consider such questions as how many basic requirements are necessary and how
many courses a student should be
asked to complete for his degree.
Bankwitz has suggested that such
a committee might also consider
putting the College on a true honor system, "of:which an expensive
but indispensable Ingredient would
be the tutorial." In the opinion of
most faculty members, currlcular
problems can be discussed only
in the light of well defined goals.
The real curriculum is, as stated by Gardner, "what happens to
a student during his four years
at Trinity."
The impending change of administrative leadership at the College
with his retirement in 1968 prompted the proposal at this time, thf.
President's statement declared.
The faculty and administration
hope that they will be able to
act on the curriculum problems
now and avoid the two or three
year lag which traditionally accompanies the appointment of r
new president.
It is for this reason that Jacobsstatement has received such s.
friendly reception, according to
some faculty members. The proposal embodies no drastic changes and will not require forma;
consideration by the Board of
Trustees. Yet, it would eliminatfthe two basic problems of the January depression period and tht
heavy freshman course load.
As stated by Richard Scheuch o:
the Department of Economics, the
proposals are of merit becaus«
they force a rethinking of the curriculum and requirements. Cherbonnier applauded the measure at
a "clear cut focus on the rea;
problems, handling them in a singl*
blow." •
Gardner summed up faculty anc
administration opinion by calling
the proposals "challenging ant
constructive sets of. Initiatives'
which show "an Increasing responsiveness of each of the College's segmental parts - trustees,
administration, faculty and students to one another's needs.*

7!~r-
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Placement

to
(Continued from Page 6)
candidates qualified, I should be
latter condition does not, cannot Finally, Mr. Kramer, who was a
allowed to vote just for him and
if properly managed, necessarily freshman during the institution of
not have to fill my ballot with
lead to occurrence of the former. the new drinking rules, should know
15 others that I consider poorlyCITE asks for, not rejects, the that the Connecticut State law specminors from qualified
or perhaps don't even
"mutual
understanding and co- clally prohibits
operation" which the TRIPOD feels drinking except In the physical know well enough to decide such
Is lost In the platform statement, presence of a parent. The judge an Important question.
I was told the Senate feared that
A situation resembling usurpation In the Darlen Case held that a
•only results when construc- parent cannot delegate this r e - "if everyone voted for the same
tive dialogue breaks down. It is sponsibility. Your statement that four men, and only those four, we
college may, under Con- wouldn't be able to fill all the
this situation which CITE seeks "the
to prevent, not encourage, through necticut State law, allow Its stu- Senate seats." An Editor's Note
dents the right to drink even though to
my
letter
called this
its platform.
they
are below the legal age" is "an absurd reason" and praised
One more point concerning this
section of "CITE and Right" de- contrary to fact. I thought every my suggestion to alter the situaTrinity student had heard of the tion, expressing the hope that the
serves
mention. Many, Indeed Darlen
case. Isn't all this pushing
most, of us have had, in the past, the communications bit a little far, new Senate would try to effect
a fairer system, but even after givsome form of close association Mr. Kramer?
ing copies, to several Senators and
with high-school journalism. One
Roy Heath
"talking myself blue," I found myof the oldest tricks in this ancient
extra-curricular
activity's bag
Dean of Students self once again, last week, faced
with having to vote for 16 Senators
is the belittling of a position
if my ballot was to be considered
through ridicule. I differentiate
valid.
here between ridicule and honest
No one should have to vote for
satire or parody. By ridicule, I
anyone he does not consider fit
mean
that juvenile and self- To the Editor;
merely in order to vote for those
demeaning process of equating the
position
under attack
with Once again a totally inequitable he does In any sane governmental
something which is commonly con- situation has been demonstrated on system. This time I'd like to ensidered silly or worthless, some- this campus, Last year at this list the support of • others on this
thing childish, petty, or non- time (3/1/^6) r wrote, a "Letter campus to bring pressure to bear
sensical. This ridicule Is unfor- to the Editor1' protesting the sys- on their new Senators to ameliorthis basically
inequittunately apparent In the TRIPOD'S tem that compels me to vote for ate
editorial.
By calling CITE a SPECIFIC NUMBER of Senators. able system.
members "children" and by Insin- I felt (and still do) that even if I
uating that student opinion on is- consider only ONE of the myriad
Sanford Rosenberg '68
sues is immature and valueless,
the editorial's writers have demeaned and degraded not only themselves and their own journalistic
talents, but the mentality,and selfrespect of all students. Name360 New Britain Ave.
calling is not clever and heavy•[Just West of Summit St. Gate)
handedness is neither cute or
porfesslonal.
Offering Mobil Products
The editorial concluded with two
paragraphs which can only astound
Complete Automotive Service
any member of CITE or, indeed,
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
the organization's workings. In ;
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
these
two extremely dama249-3212
ging paragraphs, CITE goals were
equated
with those of student
unionism, total student democracy,
unified oposition to any and all
Administration proposals, and finally, and most inanely, militancy.
To these charges 1 can only reply:
read the platform again. If you
can find any concrete substantiations of these charges In It, by
all means point them out. They
shouldn't be there. They are, admittedly, the opinions, in part, of
a small minority of-CITE, but are
definitely not espoused by the group
as a whole and should not be read
into the senate platform, as the'
Tripod has done. The CITE platform Is an expression,of thoughts
and aims,-not a revolutionary manifesto, and should not be construed as such.
Newspaper editorials should be,
1 believe, constructive, not des..tructlve, in nature. They are not
simply there to fill blank spaces.
Inaccuracies are better left un- •
said.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
Chemical ^ank New York Trust Co.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE

FRIDAY, MARCH 3
First National Bank of Boston
Hamilton Standard Division
Mutual Life Insurance Company of
New York
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

IBM Corp.
Mobil Oil Corp.
Time, Inc.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance Co.
General Electric Co. (Science)
Pfizer Laboratories
Polaroid Corp.
Hartford Courant
THURSDAY, MARCH 2
Container Corp. of America
Hill & Knowlton, Inc.
International Harvester Co.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Radio Corporation of America
HarsherRotman & Durck, Inc.

MONDAY, MARCH 6
Boeing Airplane Co.
First National Bank of Maryland
Hurdman and Cranstoun
Southern
New England Telephone Co.
Marsh & McLennan

WASHINGTON DINER, Inc.
Newest and Finest in New England
ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
Ham,
Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee

$1.05

70i
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
HALF ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR H A M SANDWICH
BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.75
165
115
V75
1.40
2.15

FOR 75* MORE — SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND- COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

Don't miss

David M. Borus '68
of CITE

"Flying High'
•

I cannot but. object to Alan Kramer's piece lnlastweek'sraiPODboth In tone and siibstance, As a
student of .well demonst rat ed ability he on this particular venture
is flying high1 and, I believe; reck^
lessly. Obviously, he is angry.
Statements such as "either one
conforms (to Administration molding) or he is ostracized", "Administration which purports to be
omniscient" belittle the apparent
seriousness of his Intent. Our regulations for drinking and parietal- matters may not: be a s ; liberal as Mr. Kramer would like
but they can hardly be termed
'Victorian' nor would I say they
were constructed arbitrarily.

•
:•

1

TUESDAY, MARCH 7
The Bristol Co.
!
Hotel Corp. of America
Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry '
Dock Co.
i
Friendly Ice Cream Corp.

THE ALL NEW

"Inequitable System"

To the Editor;

FE

He's your Fidelity'Man on Campus.
And he's coming soon.
To talk to you about the many
career Opportunities offered by
The Fidelity. You won't want to miss
him. Because it could pay off
for you. Not only financially.
But by providing you with an
opportunity to make a meaningful
contribution to society. Check
: with your Placement Officer and
arrange to meet our
.
campus representatives, r

Wednesday, March 1 is F M O G Day

The Fidelity
Mutual Life Insurance

Company, Phila,, Pa. 19]?

88 years of service

Life/Health/Group/Pensions/A^.'jl!,-—
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Basic Guide to Campus Attire
in consultation with
C. Paisley L. Herringbone

by J, Tweedington MacStudly
oston

Having an identity crisis? Can't identify with any meaningful group on campus? Perhaps your
wardrobe is not all it should be. Remember, clothes make the man.
Your wardrobe should be based on one of the three basic styles shown below.

iny of

THE INTELLECTUAL STYLE
The Intellectual Style is
not as popular at Trinity as
at most colleges, but its great
nationwide acceptance makes
it well worth your consideration. For the more radical Intellectual, tall boots and corduroy jeans are recommended.
Long hair is a must, the longer the better. Beards suit the
style very well, and long sideburns are most attractive. For
the most studly Intellectual,
wire glasses, a pipe, and a'
scarf, flung dashingly over the
shoulder, are indeed impressive.

yland
Tele-

THE TWEED BAG STYLE
The Super Stud Tweed Bag
style is most formal and dignified, but the Casual Tweed
Bag style, which is shown here,
is far more practical and popular. The latter strives towards
two goals: studliness and casualness. Hence, a herringbone
tweed jacket is worn with a pair
of faded blue jeans. The jeans
mustbegenuine; crass "scrubbed denim" blue jeans are
scorned by all true Tweed Bags.

IC,

'5
J5
15
75
40
15

Casual Tweed Bag

Loafers are " i n " , and socks are
THE BICEPTUAL STYLE
"out". Above the waist, all
The biceptual style is the
is tweed. The shirt is button- simplest and most economical
down. A regimentally-striped one to put on. A dirty sweatpaisley club tie can be especi- shirt, a dirty pair of jeans, and
ally effective. The jacket, of a dirty pair of sneakers are all
course, is never buttoned, and that is required. The wearer
the collar is turned up. Themust, of course, be a rabid
hair is about prep school length athletic supporter to wear these
and should never appear to clothes well. The hair should
have been cut less than two be short. The sweat shirt may
months ago.
be either a fratshirt or one from
some college other than Trinity.

At soon as you got your fato coll tS*

RT,

N E W I N 8 T O N ,

C O N N E C T I C U T

Catering To The Trinity Man
co//

666-3301

Did yjjy like beer
the first time you tasted it?
A lot of people say no. They
say beer is one of those good
things you cultivate a taste for
. . . like olives, or scotch, or
kumquats.
Maybe. But we think it makes a
difference which brand of beer .' we're
talking about.
We think Budweiser is an exception
to this "you've gotta get used to i t "
rule. It's so smooth, (You see, no other
beer is Beechwood Aged; it's a costly
way to brew beer, and it takes more
time. But it works.)
So whether you're one of the few
who has never tried beer, or a beer
drinker who suddenly feels the urge to
find out why so many people enjoy
Budweiser, we think you'll like it.
From the very first taste.

Budweigert
KING OF BEERS . ANHEUSCR-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS
NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON-

Radical Intellectual
Studly Intellectual

Engineering Career?
You canclimb faster
at ACCO
..,where the ACTION is

Exciting opportunities are open now at American Chain & Gable... a leading manufacturer
of diversified products that are serving many of
today's growth industries.
Recent engineering graduates are working
at ACCO now in sLich varied specialties as
solid-state electronics .. . aerospace component.
design . . . metallurgy . . . oceanography . . . inertia/ guidance . ..instrumentation for utilities
and process industries .. . data processing . . .
sophisticated material fjandling systems . . .
Upper-rung positions can open up for you
sooner... because of ACCO's unusual organization into "groups." Over-all, ACCO is big.
Financially, in geographic spread, in markets
served, and in scientific contributions. Yet all
operating units in every ACCO group are small
enough to let you establish identity fast.
Class Of '67: Visit your placement office
now and arrange for an interview with the
ACCO recruiter. He will be on campus . . .

Tuesday, March 7
Classes of '68 to '70: We would also
like to talk with you about interesting summer
jobs at ACCO.

American Chain <fi Cable
An Equal Opportunity Employer

v. :
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ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL (structures oriented),
ELECTRICAL, MARINE,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING

GUYS

ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS,
CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
THURSDAY, MAR. 2
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft

I

U
R

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
TED AIR

A WEEK
OR MORE
THIS SUMMER* WITH

M Equal Opportunity Employer

S P E C I A L I S T S I N P O W E R , . , POWER FOR P R O P U L S I O N - POWER FOR A U X I L I A R Y S Y S T E M S .
C U R R E N T U T I L I Z A T I O N S I N C L U D E AIRCRAFT, M I S S I L E S , SPACE V E H I C L E S , M A R I N E A N D I N D U S T R I A L A P P L I C A T I O N S ,

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's
floating campus— now called World Campus Afloat.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville,Tennessee,—in the plaid dress —returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College.
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and returned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Shipping
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged to.|urjplernent,.coi4rses,|aught aboard ship.
As you readTOilftfe^pfififsgWe'stef voyage of discovery "is carrying 450'undergradu'ate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria,
Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New
York May 25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat—Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports an both west and east coasts! of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.

Good Humor
1NIV

OF GEOBGIft

SMJS1I

,

*

1

^

These Colleges
Had Students
With Even
Higher Earnings:

I

UNIVBRSITr OF PENNSYLVANIA

No experience needed. You are
fully trained and work on routes
with proven high earnings.

i 162 SC

Nothing to invest . thing you need is supplied free,

HOW TO QUALIFY FOR I N T E R V I E W
1. Minimum age 18.
2. Need a valid driver's license and be willing to drive
clutch transmission.
3. Be in good physical condition.

REGISTER NOW
Ask your Summer Placement Director or Student Aid
to show you Good Humor's folder explaining this high
job and to schedule you for our campus visit.

W o r l d CampUS A f l o a t , Director of Admissions

Chapman College
Oranse. California 92688

Name

Present Status
Freshman
Q
Sophomore •

(Last)
Campus address
City

State

Permanent address

•

The Ryndam is of West German registry.

Zip
Tel

'

Junior

Senior
Graduate

•
Q

•Earnings for females have not approximated this average in most cases
due to legal restricirbns on working hours for women.
.
An Equal Opportunity EmployeMM/

.
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Drop Last Five Meets

Campus Notes

Union Surprises Tankers
After
dropping four straight
meets the Bantam swimmers attempted a new strategy and produced their most disappointing
showing of the season as a surprised Union College was handed
a victory In Trowbridge Pool,
50-45, last Wednesday.
Though usually a freestyle specialist Mike Wright made a token
appearance In the 200-yard individual medley and finally fell to his
Union pursuer in the freestyle
leg of the event. Unable to regain
Ms strength Wright was beaten,
two events later, in the afternoon's most crucial event, the 100yard freestyle. Union finished first
and second in 53.2, and 53.3 while
Wright and Ric Hendee had times
of 53.5.

Merriman Wins
Three as Frosh
Sink Engineers
Sparked by an excellent overall
team performance,
the Trinity
College freshman swimming team
defeated the Union frosh, 55-39,
Wednesday at the Trowbridge pool.
The Bantams gained a quick 7-0
lead as the 200 yard meley relay
team of John Hagaman, Phil Davis, Seth Merriman, and John Chapin swam to a five yard victory.
Trin took 2nd and 3rd in the 200yard freestyle with Pete Brinckerhoff and JimHubbell. Steve Smith
was victorious In the 50 free to
increase the Bantam lead to 169.
The turning point in the meet
came in the next two events as
Trinity took 1st and 2nd in the
200-Individual Medley with Mer&tyliK. and Bill Green and 1-2
in the* Diving with Dave Dietrich
and Dan Andrus to give them a
32-10 lead.

Laundry Pickup
on merchandising and medicine,
The laundry pickup service is now headed by Its corresponding diin operation. Linen should be in rectors for juniors and seniors on
the lockers before 9:30 on the fol- Friday and Saturday, March 3 and
4. The merchandising panel will
lowing days:
Monday - Allen East and West be held on Friday at 4 p.m. In
Alumni Lounge. The medicine panand North Campus
el will be held on Saturday at
Tuesday - South Campus
10:45 a.m. in the Seminar Room
Wednesday - Elton and Jones
Howie Shaffer and John Shumate
of the Austin Arts Center.
Thursday
Jarvis,
Cook,
Seathrew together a one-two finish
in the 200-yard breaststroke for bury, Northam, and Ogilby
Image Theatre
the afternoon's only bright mo- Austin Hours
ment but Union had already collected the 48 points necessary
Austin Arts Center is now open
James W. Gardner, Jr., Stephen
for victory.
for students for the rest of the Minot, and Mllli Silvestri will
Trinity Term, from 5-7 p.m., appear at the Image Theater SunTrinity also won the final relay Monday through Friday. Our new day. All will give dramatic read(Bill Bacon, Hendee, Wright, David hours are:
ings of short stories in the proTyler);
the 200-yard freestyle
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 11 gram titled "Themes for a Sun(Tyler); the 50-yard freestyle (Ba- p.m.
day Evening."
con); the 200-yard backstroke (BaSATURDAY 1-5 p.m.
con); and the 500-yard freestyle
SUNDAY 1-5 p.m. and 7-11 p.m.
(Tyler).
PKA Speaker
This Friday the Varsity squad, Career Panels
The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
hoping to hit the .500 mark (now
The Parents Association "will chapter will honor Mrs. Ella T.
at 4 and 5), complete their dual
meet schedule in a contest at Wes- sponsor a series of career panels Grasso, Secretary of State of Conleyan.
Trinity's diving, persistently the
squad's weakest spot, accounted
for Union's other one-two slam.
The Blue and Gold medley relay
squad of Jim Monks, Howie Shaffer, Jeff Vogelesgang, and Doug
Watts were touched out after leading through most of the race.

Kirkpatrick
Harpsichordist, , Ralph Kirkpatrick will be performing Friday
night at 8:15 in the Goodwin Theater. He will be available to talk
with students today in the Arts
Center.

Sports Schedule
BASKETBALLFeb. 28 at U i M - 8:00
March 2 at Union - 8:00
SWIMMINGMareh 3 at Wesleyan - 4:00
SQUASHMarsh e-4 Inter, at Wesleyan
FENCING- '
March 4 New Englands (here)
HOCKEYMarch 1 at Amherst - 4:00
March 4 Babson (Htfd. Arena)-7:00

Avis Rent A Car
is looking for
a new president

Merriman captured the 100-fly
and Hagaman won the 100-backstroke for Trln'S other firsts.
Brlnckerhoff and Andrus gained
2nd and' 3rd In the 400 freestyle
as did Bill Thompson and Mike
Chamish in the 100 breaststroke
to complete the Trln scoring.

Our president will be 43 in March.
And the last thing in the world he
thinks about is retiring.
But we think about it. We know that
someday he'll be lured away from us
by sailfishing in Acapulco. Or golf in
Arizona.
And we're already on the lookout
for somebody to take his place. (Our
president knows of this ad.)
You'll start out behind the counter
renting Plymouths. You'll have to wear

Thursday, the frosh face Wesleyan at the Cardinals' pool at
4 o'clock to round out the season.

This is the c h a i r . ^ Can you fill it?

ASH, SPLASH - Though the
Trowbridge tankers have stoppers in every swimming event,
diving is ; one department they
Ore
unable to f i l l . In fact in
s y
* en starts, the Bantam specialists have never finished
J'gher than third. Diving efforts have repeatedly resulted
in
a bottom half finish.

necticut as its Annual Founder's
Day Celebration speaker. She will
speak on the new Connecticut constitution at 8:30 p.m. in the Washington Room on March 7. Open
to students and public.

ft

^

A v i s

jacfcet.

People with college degrees don't like them.
But the way up is wide open. District Manager. Regional Manager. Vice-president. President.
If you think you have the drive to become nothing less than
the top man at Avis, one of our vice-presidents would like to
meet you.
He'll be in the Conference Room, at Mather Hall, all day,
Wednesday, M a r C l l Otll.

©AVIS RENT A CAR SYSTEM, INC., A WORLDWIDE SERVICE OF I T T . AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPIOVER-M/F.
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2nd to Belfiore in Scoring

Overbeck Passes Leghorn
by Pete Hayward

CAPTAIN Don Overbeck receives record basketball from Sarry
Leghorn during the halftime of the Brandeis game. At left is Bantam coach Robbie Shults.

With 11 minutes left In the first
half of Saturday's game with Brandels, Bantam captain Don Overbeck sank two very Important free
throws. The first one tied at 1066
Overbeck's career point total with
that of Barry Leghorn '64. His second shot broke that tie and made
Overbeck
the second highest
scorer in Varsity Basketball history at Trinity.
At half time, after Overbeck had
already scored 18 points, ceremonies were held in which basketball coach Robbie Schultz explained that Overbeck had passed
Barry Leghorn's total and was second only to Jim Belfiore '66 who
chalked up a seemingly unpassable
total of 1369 points while at Trinity. Following Schultz's speech,
Leghorn presented the game ball

Brandeis Beats Cageraen 98-87;
Bantam Record Falls Below ,500
Brandeis University hit on 38 out
of 55 shots for an amazing 69
percent, and defeated the Trinity
hoopsters 98-87, Saturday at the
Trinity field house.
Trinity, playing without the services of Mike Hlckey, applied a
full court press early In the game,
and pulled out to a quick 15-6
lead. Brandeis gradually fought
back to tie the score at 29 apiece.
The lead exchanged hands often,
and the teams left the floor at the
half with the score 52-52.
In the second half, Brandeis proved tp_ have too much height, Scoring1 on layups aridshortjiimp'sh'ots, •
the Judges seemed to ha ve the game
under control although they held
only a slim 88-85 lead with 2:20
left In the game.
The Bantams were able to remain close solely on the hot-hands
of Don Overbeck and Jim Stuhlman. Defense told the final story;
as Brandeis, whose record is now
only 3-14, .continually broke the
zone defense to score easy layups. They were also! able to pass
over Trin's zone for short jump
shots.
The result was that all the starters for Brandeis scored in double
figures. 5'10" Steve Katzman led
the Judges with 26 points. 6'10"
Tom Haggerty added 24, and Barry
Zimmerman 21.
Overbeck led all scorers with 30
points to bring his career total to
1,085, making him the second highest scorer in Trinity's history.
Stuhlman chipped in 20, Bob Gutzman 16, and Pete Clark 12. Hickey,

Crow Conquers
Freshmen South;
Burger Sinks'17
Led by the powerful shooting of
virtually all five starters and the
enthusiastic backing of a ten man
bench, Alpha Chi Rho over-powered the squad from Freshman
South to win the Intramural Basketball Title, 69-59, Saturday night
in Memorial Field House.
Pete Burger's tally of 17 was
high for the Garnet and White but
.all five starters (Rich Coyle, Mike
Center, Lyn Herbeck, Dan Battles, and Burger) hit in the double
figures. John Van Dam also played
powerful ball.
Neither squad was able to construct any lead until early in the
second quarter when Herbeck hit
two in a row to start the Crow
machine rolling.
Battles had four fouls at the half
but Alpha Chi Rho, leading 3527, was never again seriously
threatened. ; :
...•....'
Jay Befnadonl was Sigh man for
the, freshman with 18,, followed
by Dave; Steuber -with 17 and Ed
G f l L W h o tallied. 12.
-

to Overbeck on which was written
1073, the career total of the Bantam captain through the half. Leghorn added that it was a rare day
when a Sigma Nu brother compli-.
mented one from Alpha Delta Phi
but in this case the praise had
been well earned.
Overbeck had passed the 1000
mark again on a free throw practically unnoticed in an away game
with Colby. However, not everyone
was ignorant of the fact as Donny
was named to the Eastern College
Athletic
Conference Division
Three All-East Basketball Squad
for that week.
As the third Bantam to gain mem- •
bershlp In the elite 100 club, the
6'2'' senior from New Canaan has
piled up an impressive record in
three years as a Trin hoopster.
Scoring 351 points in his sophomore year and 328 last year, Overbeck has well surpassed these
marks With 406 points so far this
season. His "picture book" jump
shot which he can consistently
sink from such a variable range
has accounted for many of his
169 field goals this year, while
his 68 for 82 or 82.9 per cent
from the foul line has often provided the slim margin of victory for the Bantams.

Despite a somewhat disappointing 9-10 season for the Cagers,
no one can deny that for Don
Overbeck this year has been the
best.

Coasties Lose
Hoop Contest
To Freshmen
The Trinity Frosh Basketball
team played its best game of the
season as it easily defeated the
Coast Guard 105-93. The Saturday
night crowd had nothing to cheer
about as the Bantams outplayed the
Coasties in every area.
Captain Gene Newell led the
tremendous offensive assault with
38 points. Shooting from every
part of the floor, Newell found the.
target on more than fifty percent
of his shots. In the first half,
the rest of the Baby Bantams quickly picked up Newell's example,
not only on offense but also on defense.
Constantly stealing rebounds from the taller Coasties,
Trinity was able to initiate an excellent fast break which completely
baffled the Coast Guard.
The score of the ballgame does
not indicate the relative ease of
the victory. Fine defense allowed
the Bantams to leave the floor
leading 58-30 at halftime. Most of
the starters did not play more
than five minutes in the second
half, thus allowing the strong bench
to continue the scoring assult.
Much improved, the Freshman
Team
has now won its last
three games, including the exciting victory overWesleyan, to bring
its season's record to a respectable 5-7 . In order to become
even for the season, the Frosh
have to defeat Hartford and Union
both in away games.

showed great courage, and made It
a very good game against.a solid
Coast Guard team. Falling behind
early in the game, the Bantams
had to struggle to keep the game
close. Lacking their normal sharpness, Trinity trailed at the intermission 38-32.
Thriving on the sharp-shooting
of Chuck Huber, the Coastles built
up a 15 point lead, but Trinity
would not fold. The team battled
back to within five points, giving
it their final burst of energy.
However, Huber proved to be too
In what proved to be a heart- •
much-:
stopper of a contest, the Bantam
Huber had a game - high total
fencing squad,, playing, at home,
of: 32 points, while Gutzman, Stuhlsqueaked by Brooklyn College 14man, and Overbeck paced the Ban- . 13 to win their final meet of the
tams with 19, 18, and 16 r e s year and bring their won-lost repectively.
cord to 7-3.
Trinity's record is now 9-10 for . Starting off slowly, the hosts
the season. Tonight the team trafound themselves down 5-4 as
vels to the University of Harttfoth sabre and epee each dropped
ford, hoping to reach the fivetwo .of their three bouts. It was
hundred
mark again. Then on all Trinity In the second round,
Thursday, the team closes their however, as the Bantams swept
season against Union away.
six. of the nine bouts. The third
round appeared to be a repeat
performance as both Emil Angelica Extending their string to nine
and Harry Wood swept their sabre straight victories, the Lord and
bouts with 5-1 scores.
Jeffs overcame the Trin squash
Needing only two of the remain- team 8-1 for the second time this
ing" six bouts to win the squad season.
line of Stowell, .Bark- could not seem to find the mark
The Hockey Club gained its sixth best
Once again Ted Hutton was the
win of seven games, Friday night hausen and Marckwaldon the ice. as Mike Loberg was the only only Bantam to register a win
with a 5-4 victory over MIT in This time the Bantams showed foilsman to best his opponent. as he went five games in tne
overtime. In the only contest of more polish and it was not more Finally, In the next • to the last
the week, the team continued its than a few minutes before center bout of the meet, epeeman Mike number two position.
Ending their regular season W
winning season.in a closely play- Barkhausen scored on a backhand• McLean rallied to overcome
ed game against the under-rated shot Into (he upper right corner Brooklyn's, number three man 5-2 a disappointing 2-12 record, the
•Dathmen hope to have their reof MIT's goal, .making the final and secure the meet'.
Engineers.
score
5-4.
""
In .a strong team effort, which venge In the Inter-collegiates to
MIT began the first period with
saw five Individuals win two-bouts, take place at Wesleyan this weeKenough hustle and spirit to push
•.
the Bantams ended one of their end. ' .
through the first goal of the game.
The Freshmen who have one remost successful seasons.
But Tony Bryant matched the tally
maining match March 1 against
a few minutes later and the score
The squad,- hosting the New Eng- Trinity-Pawling at home, downremained 1-1 as the period ended.
land
Championships Saturday ed Williston, 5-0, to raise their
Conscious that they could beat
Trinity's annual Prep School
the Engineers, but that, they were Swimming Championships took a March 4, hope to end the year by season total to eight wins against
not playing good hockey, the Ban- different twist this year but the repeating as New England's best four defeats.
tams rallied in the second per- Wllliston Academy's tradition of
iod as right wing Kirk Marckwald winning was still there.
paced by his fellow forwards HenEight relays rather than a schedry Barkhausen and Frank Stowell ule of 11 individual events comscored his first, three goals of posed the competition last Satthe season for the esteemed hat urday as Williston and Deerfield
trick before the period was half Academy each captured four vicgone.
tories. Williston had four second
But the 4-1 lead seemed to relax place finishes with the "B" team
the Bantams and they began to snatching another second and two
fall apart towards the end of the thirds.
period but managed to check any
To the spectator it was a " raMIT drives. The score at the end ther dry afternoon" as-the marof the second period remained gin of victory was often large.
(4-1).
But the coaches of the particiThe third period began with the pating schools (Wllliston, DeerBantams
again
showing dis- field, Mt. Hermon School Wororganized play, and the Engineers cester, Academy, Hotchkiss School
playing with more determination and Trinity- Pawling School) were
scored two quick goals on break- enthusiastic due: to the competiaways tying the game up with a tion's uniqueness.
few minutes to play. The BanDeerfield's 1:32.3 clocking in the
tams managed to check any fur- 200-yard freestyle relay, their
ther MIT drives but still could 7:57.8 in the 800-yard freestyle
not score las the game ended. relay and Williston's time of 3:
Both coaches agreed to play a 25.0 in the 400-yard freestyle OOPS - Dewey Loberg (right) finds himself in a pressing sit
sudden-death overtime and play relay high-lighted the competi- but this was the only touch Loberg gave up in recording
began again with the Bantams' tion.
against Brooklyn College.

who has established himself as a
fine scorer, playmaker, and defenseman, missed the game due to
an Illness.
One of the game's
few highlights
for
Bantam rooters
was when Overbeck received a
basketball from Barry Leghorn In
recognition of his 1,000 point career. Leghorn was one of three
Trinity men to score over 1,000
points. Jim Belfiore is Trinity's
all-time leading scorer with 1,369 points.
Last Thursday, the hoopsters traveled to New London with five sick
players and lost to the Coast
Guard 81-, 74. The defeat marked
the first time in several years
that Trinity has lost to the Coast
Guard.
The flu was the team's biggest
foe. Overbeck, Hlckey, Gutzman,
Stulhman, and Sam Elkin were all
quite sick. Frequently in the game,
players had to resort to smelling
salts to keep themselves going.
In spite of this handicap, the team

Fencers Win
Season Final;
Top Brooklyn

Skaters Capture 6th Win
With 5-4 Defeat of MIT

Prep Swimming
Title to WillUton

Squashmen End
Regular Season
With 2-12 Slate

